Magnetic-survey data in grid form may be interpreted rapidly for source positions and depths by deconvolution using Euler' s homogeneity relation. The method employs gradients, either measured or calculated. Data need not be pole-reduced, so that remanence is not an interfering factor. Geologic constraints are imposed by use of a structural index. Model studies show that the method can locate or outline confined sources, vertical pipes, dikes, and contacts with remarkable accuracy. A field example using data from an intensively studied area of onshore Britain shows that the method works well on real data from structurally complex areas and provides a series of depth-labeled Euler trends which mark magnetic edges, notably faults, with good precision.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic-survey data are routinely interpreted by estimating source depths or locations (Vacquier et al., 1951); consequently, many processing algorithms have been proposed to assist the estimation. Depth estimation is addressed in g statistical sense by Spector and Grant (1970) , who exploit the slope of the power spectral density. Boundary location is assisted by calculation of the horizontal gradient of the pseudogravity (Cordell and Grauch, 1985) , which peaks over a vertical contact, although the peak is somewhat offset for dipping contacts. The magnitude of the total gradient or analytic signal (Nabighian, 1972 (Nabighian, , 1974 (Nabighian, , 1984 peaks directly over a contact with arbitrary dip but is a somewhat noisy estimator (Hansen et al., 1987) . The breadth of the peak allows estimation of the depth to the source. All the above methods may be applied to either gridded data or profiles.
A number of automatic profile processing methods (reviewed by Thompson, 1982) combine source location and depth estimation. Werner deconvolution (Hartman et al., 1971; Jain, 1976) fits elementary models to successive segments of a profile and estimates source location, depth, and dip. A similar approach is followed by Naudy (1971), who employs prism and thin-plate models. Thompson (1982) describes a method which applies Euler' s equation to successive segments of a pole-reduced profile, solves for source position, and obtains an indication of source type.
Despite this very considerable body of methods, there remains a need for a fast means of processing a magnetic grid to derive trends and depth estimates in an automatic or semiautomatic manner. Thompson (1982) suggests in passing that a 3-D implementation of his EULDPH algorithm could be used to analyze mapped magnetic data. We discuss such an implementation. THEORY Thompson (1982) showed that Euler' s homogeneity relation could be written in the form (x -x&?T/dx + (y -y&T/l3y + (z -z())aT/az = N(B -T),
where (x0, y,,, zo) is the position of a magnetic source whose total field T is detected at (x, y, z). The total field has a regional value of B. The degree of homogeneity N may be interpreted as a structural index (SI) (Thompson, 1982) , which is a measure of the rate of change with distance of a field. Thus, the magnetic field of a point dipole falls off as the inverse cube, giving an index of three, while an effective vertical line source such as a narrow, vertical pipe gives rise to an inverse square field falloff and an index of two. 
where A incorporates amplitude, strike, and dip factors which cannot be separated easily (see the Appendix).
SOLUTION STRATEGY
The 3 (4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) for some or all possible window positions, including overlaps.
(5) Plot maps of the solutions, one for each structural index. Each solution is plotted at its plan (n, y) position using a symbol size proportional to depth z. This display method was adopted because it is easily implemented, cheaply printed, and readily understood. Table 1 . In all cases where the appropriate structural index was used, the model is clearly delineated and the estimated depth is close to the model value.
Choice of structural index
The thin-dike anomaly was deconvolved using two indices to show that use of the wrong index yields scattered solutions and biased depths ( Figure Id ). An index that is too low gives depths that are too shallow; one that is too high gives estimates that are too deep. But even if the index is correct, it is clear that depth estimates are more precise for highindex sources than for low (Table 1) Note-Solutions are accepted if the uncertainty is less than a specified percentage of the calculated depth (the acceptance level).
Selection criteria and spurious solutions
Our method employs overlapping windows and produces a solution for every window, so that the total number of solutions can approach the number of grid points. Where a window does not include any significant gradients or where it includes gradients arising from several sources, the solution has a high uncertainty. Noisy or poorly gridded data sets also affect the solution statistics by degrading the fit. In addition, we observe that the lower the structural index employed, the worse the precision, even when the index used is the appropriate one. This is the case for both model and real data (see Tables 1 and 2 ). Lower indices are associated with lower gradients and curvatures (for a given depth) and typically these have lower relative precisions, being calculated by difference. It is, therefore, not unreasonable that parameters derived from these lower precision data are also less precisely obtained. The choice of acceptance level is empirical.
gridded at a 1 km interval and subjected to Euler deconvolution using the structural indices, window sizes, and selection criteria shown in Table 2 , 3d) , to arrive at a subsurface integration. The results were classified by comparison with the independent information described above and the interpretation summarized in Table 3 262"'; Figures 5a-5c ). Since this feature seems best defined using an index of 0.5, it could be a fault of moderate throw. The gravity map (Figure 3c) shows some detail in this area, supporting the suggestion of structural complexity.
At the "hinge point" (4180°0, 225500; Figure 5d ) and to the south, where three possible faults converge, there appears a deep cluster of Euler solutions (Figures 5a-5c ), consistent with a magnetic source at a depth of about 10 km. This body could be similar to the postulated diorites at Abingdon Table 1 ). The field example used 10 x 10 windows and a grid interval of I km.
Computational efficiency
Euler deconvolution is particularly useful for the rapid examination of large data sets, but it is computer-intensive. For each structural index and at each point in the grid, 100 observation equations (typically) are used to estimate four unknowns and their standard deviations. Grids are frequently too large to be stored in fast memory, but they must be accessed window by window rather than column by column. We have achieved acceptable processing times on a minicomputer (Prime 550) for large data sets and have implemented the algorithm for modeling purposes on a personal computer.
CONCLUSION
Euler deconvolution is both a boundary finder and a depth estimator. Some indication of the source type may be gained by varying the structural index for any particular feature. Euler deconvolution extracts information from a grid which is otherwise hard to interpret in a contour map. The most important products are the delineation of trends such as basement faults and estimates of their depths.
The gravity anomalies of some geologic features also obey Euler' s equation (see the Appendix for an example). The method can be expected to provide useful information about faults and steeply dipping contacts and basin edges where density contrasts exist. The method should be directly applicable to gravity gradiometer measurements.
The structural index for a magnetic contact of infmite depth extent has been shown in the Appendix to be zero. An infinite depth extent is approximated by finite structures where the depth to the lower limit of the structure is several times the depth to the upper. We observe, however, that real faults are typically complex structures, so that slightly higher indices are often appropriate. Useful structural indices for gravity anomalies are likely to lie in the range from zero to unity. 
